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Sonophoretic drug transport with low-frequency (41-445 kHz) and low-intensity 
(60-240 mW/cm2) ultrasound was characterized using hydrophilic calcein and 
deuterium oxide (D2O) as a solvent vehicle in excised hairless rat skin. The excised 
skin was mounted in vertical diffusion chambers for measurement of skin 
resistance and sonophoretic transport of calcein and D2O. The calcein content of 
the skin was also measured after ultrasound application. When the stratum 
corneum (sc) side was exposed to ultrasound at an intensity of 60 mW/cm2 for 30 
min, the calcein flux in the sc-to-dermis direction was increased by 22.3-, 6.3-, and 
3.8-fold from a baseline of 0.0088 ± 0.0100 nmol/(cm2・h) at frequencies of 41, 158, 
and 445 kHz, respectively, without significant changes in skin resistance. The 
ultrasonically-enhanced fluxes returned to baseline following cessation of the 
ultrasound application. At 41 kHz, there was a further increase in the magnitude of 
enhancement and a significant decrease in skin resistance (by 50% of the baseline 
resistance) on increasing the intensity from 60 to 120 mW/cm2, whereas no further 
enhancement was observed at 158 and 445 kHz up to 240 mW/cm2. Comparison of 
the calcein content in the skin before, during, and after ultrasound application at 
41 kHz, 120 mW/cm2, was consistent with a transient  ultrasonically-induced 
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increase in calcein flux. In the sonophoretic transport experiments at 41 kHz, 120 
mW/cm2, calcein transport correlated well with D2O transport. When 41 kHz 
ultrasound was applied to the sc side at 120 mW/cm2, the calcein and D2O fluxes in 
the sc-to-dermis direction were 13.7- and 5.2-fold higher than those in the 
dermis-to-sc direction. Similar directionality was also observed in tape-stripped 
skin, suggesting possible induction of convection in the direction of sound 
propagation. However, dermal application under the same ultrasound conditions 
induced neither an increase in calcein and D2O transport nor a decrease in skin 
resistance. These results demonstrate that low frequency sonophoresis is a 
potentially useful technique for controlling transdermal drug transport. Convective 
solvent flow as well as structural alteration of the skin induced by ultrasound is 
likely to be responsible for the observed sonophoretic transport enhancement. 
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